Surfactant and inhaled particles in the conducting airways: structural, stereological, and biophysical aspects.
We have investigated the displacement into the sol phase of inhaled particles deposited in the intrapulmonary conducting airways. Hamsters inhaled an aerosol of monodisperse polystyrene particles of 6 microns diameter. Their lungs were fixed by intravascular perfusion, and light and electron microscopy was used to study the epithelial coating. The surfactant film at the wall-air interface was investigated by measuring its surface tension. The number of particles retained was determined stereologically. In addition we investigated the displacement of spherical particles in vitro on a DPPC monolayer in a Langmuir-Wilhelmy surface balance and determined the surface tension in vivo in the horse trachea by video bronchoscopy, applying the droplet spreading method. We found that particles deposited onto a surfactant film were pulled into the aqueous subphase, and we concluded that surface forces due to the airway surfactant likely displace deposited particles into the periciliary fluid (sol phase). Comparing lungs fixed immediately after inhalation with lungs fixed 24 hr after inhalation revealed that 86% of the particles retained in the intrapulmonary conducting airways immediately after inhalation had been cleared within 24 hr. One-third of the particles of the lungs fixed immediately after inhalation was phagocytized. The combination of structural and stereological analyses with in vitro and in vivo measurements has led to new insights into the role of airway surfactant with respect to the fate of inhaled particles, which may have important consequences regarding the effects of hazardous particles. These studies may also help to evaluate the deposition pattern and clearance of therapeutic particles, with important implications for their therapeutic use.